The usage of locally dense basis sets in the calculation of Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) hyperne coupling constants is investigated at the level of Density Func- from the results obtained with core property basis sets on all atoms. We nd thus for the cytochrome model system that using the small 6-31G(d) basis set on the non-coupled atoms together with core property basis sets on the Fe and N atoms gives essentially converged results. It is found to be mostly the second order paramagnetic spin-orbit interaction that demands the use of larger basis sets on the non-coupled atoms. If, however, an error of less than 0.5 MHz is sucient any basis set can be used for the non-coupled atoms. For the cobalt containing model system the 6-31G(2d) basis set generally gives results within 1% of the reference value.
Introduction
Intermediates in the catalytic cycles of metalloproteins often have unpaired electrons and can therefore potentially be studied by EPR spectroscopy. Some of the most prominent examples are the cytochrome P450 monooxygenases which catalyse hydroxylation of inactive C-H bonds in many dierent vital reactions e.g. regulation of the metabolism of pharmaceutical substances as well as biosyntheses of metabolites, steroid hormones and anti-hypertensive substances.
1 The active site in cytochrome P450 proteins contains an iron atom, hexacoordinated by a protoporphyrin ring, a cysteine from the protein backbone and a sixth, axial, ligand which in the resting state is typically a water molecule. The most intensively studied member of this family is probably cytochrome P450 cam which catalyses the hydroxylation of camphor to 5-exo-hydroxycamphor. Detailed knowledge of the reaction mechanism in the catalytic cycle, during which the oxidation state of iron changes from II to IV, is a prerequisite for realising the great potential in mimicking this reactivity in designer enzymes.
Even though cytochrome P450 cam has been investigated by x-ray crystallography, the structures of some of the intermediates of the catalytic cycle are not completely known. However, it is by now well known, 13 ,14 that for properties, which involve the interaction between electronic and nuclear spins, the electron density close to the nucleus has to be described much better than it is possible with standard energy-optimized, one-electron basis sets consisting of Gaussian functions.
1535 Several series of specialised core-property basis sets have therefore been developed for the main group elements over the years 23, 24, 32, 3544 but only few for transition metals. 28, 45, 46 One of them, the aug-cc-pVTZ-J series of basis sets, 24 ,3641,45 is the only one which has basis sets for the d-block metals ScZn 45 in addition to the main group atoms. Employing these basis sets enables the calculation of coupling constants in good agreement with experimental values, 45 ,47,48 but these basis sets are also signicantly larger than the basis sets typically employed in calculations on gas-phase or QM/MM models for the active site of cytochrome P450 enzymes, 4,7 which hampers their application. A way out of this dilemma is to employ a locally dense basis set approach in which core-property basis sets are used only on the atoms of interest along with smaller standard basis sets for the remaining atoms. This approach has previously been successfully employed in the calculation of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) shielding and coupling constants.
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In this study we investigate, therefore, whether the locally dense basis set methodology can also be employed in DFT calculations of EPR hyperne coupling constants. Figure   1b , and is meant as a model system for coenzyme B 12 . In the following we will describe the details of our computational studies and then discuss the results of the locally dense basis set study for the iron and cobalt complexes. Ia. These basis sets were applied in their uncontracted form (where they are still smaller than the contracted aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis sets). The 6-31G-J basis sets were generated in almost complete analogy to the aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis sets from Pople's 6-31G basis sets 80 with the only dierence that the contraction coecients were taken from Hartree-Fock calculations on the atoms and not molecules as was the case for the aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis sets. used. Whenever the 6-31G-Juc basis set is used on the N atoms, the same polarisation functions are added as are added to the Pople basis on non-coupled atoms. Table 1 Table 1 : Basis sets employed for the non-coupled atoms in combination with either the aug-cc-pVTZ-J or 6-31G-Juc (a) basis sets on the N1N4 in Figure 1 . Also the total number of basis functions are given for model Ia with both aug-cc-pVTZ-J and 6-31G-Juc on N (model system IIa has a similar number)
Basis set on rest Abbreviations Turning to the Co hyperne couplings in model system IIa we see from Figure 3, or Pdz Pdz+/Pdz++ Pdz1*/Pdz1** Pdz2*/Pdz2** Pdz3*/Pdz3** P'dz P'dz+/P'dz4++ P'dz1*/P'dz1** P'dz2*/P'dz2** P'dz3*/P'dz3** MHz which is of the same order of magnitude as the isotropic FC term but the smallest of the three spin-dipolar tensor diagonal elements in absolute terms. As it can be seen from Table   S4 in the Supporting Material it exhibits no real variation with the choice of basis set on the non-coupled atoms. Figure 5 and The variation with the basis set is also more pronounced (see Figure 6 and Table S6 in the Supporting Material) and the variation spans in total over 6 MHz. Moreover, there seems to be no convergence towards the reference value for the valence double-zeta Pople style basis sets apart from a coincidental agreement of the 6-31+G and 6-31++G basis sets. Instead the results seem to converge towards a less negative value which diers by 2 MHz or 2% from the reference value. The Pople valence triple-zeta basis sets, on the other hand, do converge towards the reference value. In fact all of the triple-zeta results, with the exception of the 6-311+G and 6-311++G basis sets, are within 1% of the reference value. Also the results of the correlation consistent basis sets vary a lot between valence double-and triple-zeta, but the valence triple-zeta results reach the reference value within 0.6 MHz or 0.6%, which can be greatly improved to 0.05 MHz by adding augmented functions.
For the 22-component of the spin-dipolar tensor, which for the reference basis set equals −254.70 MHz, the same pattern as for the 11-component is repeated, as can be seen in Figure 5 or Table S7 Pdz Pdz+/Pdz++ Pdz1*/Pdz1** Pdz2*/Pdz2** Pdz3*/Pdz3** P'dz P'dz+/P'dz++ P'dz1*/P'dz1** P'dz2*/P'dz2** P'dz3*/P'dz3** Pdz Pdz+/Pdz++ Pdz1*/Pdz1** Pdz2*/Pdz2** Pdz3*/Pdz3** P'dz P'dz+/P'dz++ P'dz1*/P'dz1** P'dz2*/P'dz2** P'dz3*/P'dz3** MHz . This is thus very dierent from the paramagnetic spin-orbit contribution to the hyperne coupling of Fe, but similar to Fe it has also the opposite sign of the A FC (Co) contribution. The variation with the basis set on the non-coupled atoms, however, is much smaller than for the Fermi contact term as seen in Figure 8 and Table S11 . The maximum deviation from the reference value is 0.2 MHz or 0.3%, which is thus comparable to the maximum deviation in model system Ia in absolute values but certainly not in percentage. Also there is a more signicant eect of adding polarisation functions also on the hydrogen atoms, which in general decreases the deviation to within 0.1 MHz. Figure 1 ) and to the 6-31G basis set on the non-coupled atoms. For details of the labels see Table 1 . The results for aug-cc-pVTZ-J on the N atoms are shown on the left for comparison. The (+) symbols indicate that diuse or polarization functions are not used on hydrogen, while (×) includes additional diuse and/or polarisation functions on hydrogens.
Using the 6-31G-Juc basis set on N1N4: The basis set dependence of the A
PSO (Fe)
term with the 6-31G-Juc (augmented with the same polarization functions as on the noncoupled atoms) core property basis set on the coupled nitrogen atoms is very similar to the one found when using instead the aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis set on the nitrogen atoms as soon as polarisation functions are added to the Pople style basis sets, as can be seen from the results in Table S12 in the Supporting Material. Consequently, the deviation from the reference basis set is within 0.2 MHz which amounts to about 5% due to the small absolute value of A PSO (Fe) (for the reference, A PSO (Fe) is 3.76 MHz). As seen in Figure 8 a valence triple-zeta basis set is required on N1N4 and the non-coupled atoms for a better agreement with the reference and we have only employed polarised double-zeta basis sets in our investigation with the 6-31G-Juc core property basis sets.
Superhyperne coupling of N1N4
In model system Ia the four nitrogens (N1N4 in Figure 1) Tables S6, S7 and S11). For the Fermi contact contribution, Table S1 in the Supporting Material shows all the calculated Fermi contact values for the nitrogens in the Fe-complex, model system Ia. Both with aug-cc-pVTZ-J and 6-31G-Juc basis sets on N1N4, the variations for A FC (N) with the basis set on the non-coupled atoms are generally small. Also the absolute value is small, and so to obtain a deviation of less than 1% from the reference value, only valence triple-zeta basis sets or double-zeta basis sets with two polarisation functions will be sucient. For the 6-31G-Juc basis set, the deviation from the result with the reference basis set is found to be less than 0.1 MHz for all basis sets (less than 2%). Interestingly, the results obtained when using either the aug-cc-pVTZ-J or Table 2 .
It can clearly be seen in Table 2 
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We can compare this with our A FC contributions in Table 2 as the SD and PSO are to small to be Co, the newly developed aug-cc-pVTZ-J basis sets were used in their uncontracted form, while for the N atoms of the ethylendiamine equatorial ligands the aug-cc-pVTZ-J or an uncontracted version of the newly developed 6-31G-J basis sets were used. For the noncoupled atoms either smaller correlation consistent or Pople style basis sets were employed.
In conclusion to the basis set study we nd that using either any of the smaller correlation 
